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Abstract: Relaxor-PbTiO3 piezoelectric single crystals have been widely used in a broad
range of electromechanical devices, including piezoelectric sensors, actuators, and
transducers. This paper reviews the unique properties of these single crystals for
piezoelectric sensors. Design, fabrication and characterization of various relaxor-PT single
crystal piezoelectric sensors and their applications are presented and compared with their
piezoelectric ceramic counterparts. Newly applicable fields and future trends of relaxor-PT
sensors are also suggested in this review paper.
Keywords: piezoelectric sensors; piezoelectricity; ferroelectrics; relaxor-PT; relaxor-PT
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1. Introduction
1.1. Piezoelectric Sensors
Electro-mechanical sensors are essential components for various industry and laboratory
applications in automotive, aerospace, energy, chemical, biomedical and electronic industries.
Currently, electromechanical sensors can be categorized into the following main types based on their
sensing principles: piezoresistive, capacitive, piezoelectric, and optic sensing [1,2]. Among these
sensors, piezoelectric sensors are known to have features such as fast response, high linearity, high
resolution, simple integration, and low cost [3–5]. Piezoelectric sensing can be divided into two main
types: resonant and non-resonant (Figure 1). In non-resonant piezoelectric sensing, the direct
piezoelectric effect, which is defined as the generation of charge (voltage) by applying a stress, is
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utilized as a sensing mechanism [6]. For non-resonant piezoelectric sensors, the typical operation
frequency range is usually much lower than the fundamental resonant frequency of the sensor (e.g., <30%
of the resonant frequency). This type of sensors usually operates in different sensing modes including
compression, shear, and flexural mode. Each mode provides specific benefits in sensitivity, stability,
and reliability for specific applications.
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of piezoelectric sensing technology.

On the other hand, converse piezoelectric effect referred as the generation of strain (stress) upon an
applied electric field is also adopted for sensor designs, namely resonant-type sensors or acoustic wave
sensors [7]. The resonant piezoelectric sensors are usually designed based on the fact that the pressure
amplitude, wave velocity, and center frequency of the generated acoustic waves are dependent on the
external stimulus including pressure, temperature, mass loading, etc. In acoustic wave sensors, acoustic
waves can be generated at the resonance frequency of the sensor [8], and this is why the acoustic wave
sensors are usually called the resonant-type sensors.
Although piezoelectric sensors are known with many favorable features, one limitation of
piezoelectric sensors is often mentioned that: non-resonant piezoelectric sensors can only be used for
dynamic measurements but not for static measurements. The reason is that non-resonant piezoelectric
sensors respond only to a variation of the input load. However, proper circuit design can mitigate this
limitation. For example, with a large capacitance, non-resonant piezoelectric sensors can be used for
quasi-static measurements [5]. In addition, the resonant piezoelectric sensors exhibit stable performance in
static measurements. Therefore, various resonant and non-resonant piezoelectric sensing of vibration,
force, flow, pressure, bio, and chemical stimuli have been actively utilized for both dynamic and static
measurements in many industrial applications [9–15].
A few review papers on piezoelectric sensors have been published and well received. These papers
reviewed piezoelectric sensors based on quartz crystals and lead-based ceramics [6,16,17], and the key
features of well-known piezoelectric sensor designs were introduced as well as the associated
applications. Typical sensor configurations such as piezoelectric bars, disks, cylinders, spheres, and
benders were studied for hydrophones, accelerometers, and bio-sensors [17]. Concerning miniaturization of
piezoelectric sensors, Tadigadapa et al. [6] presented a comprehensive review of micro-machined
piezoelectric sensor technology with a particular focus on the available micro-fabrication methods.
Recently, Jiang et al. [18] reviewed the high temperature piezoelectric sensing technology. In these
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review papers, many piezoelectric materials were investigated, but relaxor-ferroelectric materials were
scarcely mentioned in spite of their ultrahigh piezoelectricity. As a future trend of piezoelectric sensors,
Tressler et al. [17] briefly mentioned the promising aspects of relaxor ferroelectric single crystals.
1.2. Relaxor-PT Ferroelectric Crystals
Among all components of a piezoelectric sensor, properties of the piezoelectric material have the
most dominant effect on the sensor performance. Due to the high piezoelectricity, possibility of
application-adapted shaping and ease of fabrication, ferroelectric ceramics-based on Pb-containing
perovskites have been chosen as active materials for most of the piezoelectric sensors [19–21]. Over
the last two decades, relaxor-based ferroelectric single crystals such as Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3
(PMN-PT) and Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PZN-PT) have been spotlighted due to their ultrahigh
piezoelectric properties [22,23]. For example, the ultra-high longitudinal piezoelectric strain
coefficient d33 (>2000 pC/N) and electromechanical coupling factor k33 (>0.9) of the relaxor-PT single
crystals far outweigh the mostly used polycrystalline ceramics Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT), and these merits are
promising for a broad range of electromechanical applications [24,25].
The origin of relaxor single crystals’ prominence and various compositions, orientations, and
crystal growth methodologies were reported by numerous published articles [25–50]. A strong crystal
anisotropy in these single crystals were considered as the key factor of their high piezoelectric
properties [26,27]. As an example, piezoelectric properties of relaxor-PT single crystals poled along
different crystallographic directions can be significantly different, and many of these crystal cut and
poling configurations can be unique in many applications [25,28–36]. In the matter of crystal growth
methods, various growth techniques including high temperature solution, Bridgman, and solid state
conversion methods have been developed and reported [37–40]. Relaxor-PT single crystals with
different compositions grown by different growth methods were characterized considering their poling
directions and crystal groups. Among many material properties measurement methods, impedance
measurement—also called resonant measurement—and the ultrasonic method were commonly used to
determine the full matrix of elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric constants of relaxor-PT crystals [34,41–48].
Material properties of [001] poled relaxor-PT single crystals are compared with those of conventional
piezoelectric materials in Table 1, where TC, d, k, εT, and QM denote a Curie temperature, a piezoelectric
constant, an electro-mechanical coupling coefficient, a dielectric permittivity at constant stress, and a
mechanical quality factor, respectively. ε0 is the permittivity of free space, 8.854 × 10−12 F/m. Based on the
published material properties, many papers presented promising applications of relaxor-PT single
crystals. For instance, Park et al. [28,49,50] reported the feasibility of the PMN-PT and PZN-PT single
crystals for the actuator and transducer applications taking advantage of the ultrahigh piezoelectric
coefficients with low hysteresis and large strain behavior of relaxor single crystals.
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Table 1. The material properties of conventional piezoelectric materials and relaxor-PT
single crystals [25,51–59].
Material
BaTiO3
PZT-4
PZT-5A
PZT-5H
PVDF
PMN-33%PT
PZN-8%PT
PIN-PMN-PT
PMN-PZT
Mn:PIN-PMN-PT
Mn:PMN-PZT

TC (°C)
115
330
370
195
–
155
–
197
216
193
203

d31 (pC/N)
−78
−123
−171
−274
21
−1335
−1075
−1337
−718
–
−513

d33 (pC/N)
190
289
374
593
−32.5
2820
2200
2742
1530
1120
1140

k31
0.21
0.33
0.34
0.39
–
0.59
0.59
0.65
0.44
–
0.45

k33
0.50
0.70
0.71
0.75
–
0.96
0.94
0.95
0.93
0.90
0.92

𝛆𝑻𝟑𝟑 /𝛆𝟎
1700
1300
1700
3400
7.6
8200
5100
7244
4850
3700
3410

QM
300
600
75
65
8.5
100
–
120
100
810
1050

Reference
[51]
[52]
[52]
[52]
[53–55]
[25,52]
[56]
[57]
[58]
[25]
[59]

Recently, Zhang et al. [25] reported in-depth review papers summarizing key features of published
works and suggesting a perspective on future development of relaxor-PT crystals. In those articles,
crystal growth technique, characterization process, measured results with high piezoelectric properties
and low loss characteristics, and performance at a specific application were discussed [25,60,61].
Referring to these papers, the concept of classification of crystals was proposed by Smith [25].
According to this concept, the first generation crystals, e.g., PMN-PT and PZN-PT, show high
electromechanical coupling and piezoelectricity which suggests wider bandwidth, higher sensitivity,
and higher source level in ultrasonic transducer applications than their conventional PZT ceramic
counterparts. The second generation crystals, e.g., PIN-PMN-PT and PMN-PZT, are advanced with a
broader operation range of temperature, higher coercive field, and higher mechanical stress limit
compared to the first generation crystals. The key feature of the third generation crystals is the greatly
increased mechanical quality factor. For example, Mn-doped relaxor-PT crystals, such as
Mn:PIN-PMN-PT and Mn:PMN-PZT, exhibit high mechanical quality factor of ~900, which is about
9 times higher than other generation crystals. However, the third generation crystals are known to have
~20% decreased piezoelectric and dielectric constants, in comparison with the first and second
generation relaxor-PT crystals [25].
As mentioned earlier, well-organized review articles with topics covering material properties of
relaxor-PT single crystals and their applications in piezoelectric actuators, transducers, and energy
harvesters have been published. However, relaxor-PT crystals as a sensor material have not been
extensively reported on so far, largely because these crystals are known to have relatively low
transition temperature, coercive field, and mechanical quality factor. As a result, there are a relatively
small number of published articles and patents on sensor application of relaxor-PT crystals compared
to other applications, such as actuators, transducers, and energy harvesters. Nevertheless, the
advancement of relaxor single crystals poses for promising piezoelectric sensing applications.
In this paper, relaxor-PT crystals-based piezoelectric sensors were reviewed. Specifically, relaxor-PT
accelerometers, hydrophones, surface load sensors, and bio-chemical sensors were presented with
details. These sensors were selected to review because that they showed the most significant
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advancement of sensor performance in comparison with their ceramic counterparts. Analysis of
emerging applicable fields and future trends of relaxor-PT sensors were also presented in this review paper.
2. Relaxor-PT Accelerometers
In comparison with capacitive and piezoresistive accelerometers, piezoelectric accelerometers
exhibit a wide operating frequency range, as well as cost-efficiency, stability, rapid response, ease of
integration, and excellent repeatability [3,62,63]. Piezoelectric accelerometers are usually non-resonant
sensors, with the operation frequency lower than the fundamental resonant frequency. Many piezoelectric
materials have been used in accelerometers. Among them, soft PZT ceramics are dominantly used because
of their relatively temperature insensitive high piezoelectric and electro-mechanical coupling constants.
Despite the more temperature sensitive piezoelectric properties of relaxor-PT single crystals, the much
higher piezoelectric constants and lower dielectric loss at low frequency of relaxor-PT single crystals
have potentials for the improved performance with low noise and high sensitivity. Thus, several papers
on relaxor-PT accelerometers have been reported.
2.1. Bimorph Accelerometer
A bimorph type accelerometer composed of PZN-PT and PMN-PT crystals was introduced in 2000
by Wlodkowski et al. [64]. The bimorph design was selected in this accelerometer to take advantage of
the high d31 of single crystals. The sensitivity of the prototype was measured as 1.5 pC/g. The spectral
noise of the prototype with relaxor-PT single crystal was compared with the PZT-based commercial
accelerometers. Over a frequency range between 100 and 1000 Hz, the spectral noise of the single
crystal-based accelerometer was approximately one order of magnitude lower (20 dB) than that of its
PZT counterparts, and 10 dB lower at 1 Hz. This is attributed to high d31 and low dielectric loss of
relaxor-PT single crystals, because the accelerometer noise is inversely proportional to the charge
sensitivity, and proportional to the dielectric loss [64].
2.2. Unimorph Accelerometer
Wlodkowski et al. [65] also developed a unimorph accelerometer (PUMA) using PZN-PT single
crystals. In this work, the merit of relaxor-PT single crystals as sensing materials of piezoelectric
accelerometers was highlighted. In addition, a mechanical leverage for amplification of stress input
was designed for PUMA (Figure 2). In this flexural mode design, d31 of the relaxor-PT crystal
dominantly contributes to the improved charge generation, and the small compression of the sensing
material along the acceleration direction also affects the output charge. Thus, PZN-PT PUMA was
expected to exhibit improved sensitivity because of its five times higher d31 and d33 than soft PZT
ceramics. The FEA results showed that sensitivity improvement by the sensing material substitution
from PZT to PZN-PT is much higher than that by design changes. The final PUMA prototype made of
PZN-PT showed a charge sensitivity of 75 pC/g and a resonance frequency of 19.4 kHz [65]. This
work demonstrated that the first generation relaxor-PT crystals can be integrated into the novel
accelerometer design for significantly improved signal-to-noise ratio (greater than 15 dB) by taking
advantages of their high d33 and d31 [64].
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The piezoelectric accelerometers comprised of PZN-PT single crystals were also commercialized
by Microfine Materials Technologies in Singapore. The reported sensitivity is 25,000 pC/g or 2.5 V/g,
which is about a thousand times higher than that of conventional PZT-based accelerometers, and the
dynamic range is from 10 × 10−6 g to 20 g [25,66].
Figure 2. PUMA operating in the flexural mode. Reprinted with permission from [65].
Copyright 2001 Elsevier.

2.3. PIN-PMN-PT for Shear Mode Accelerometer Application
It was suggested that high piezoelectric and electromechanical coupling constants of the relaxor-PT
crystal may contribute to the increased sensitivity of accelerometers. However, the first generation
crystals cannot be used over a large range of stress, electric field, and temperature [67–70]. Thus,
PIN-PMN-PT, the second generation crystal, was considered as a sensing material. The rombohedral
phase over a broader temperature can be stabilized by compositional modification and addition of
dopants. As a result, the temperature and electric/stress field which may induce phase transition of
crystals increase, and hence more stable crystal properties can be obtained over a broad range of
temperature and electric field [71]. Goljahi et al. [72] reported a simple method to identify crystal cuts
of PIN-PMN-PT crystals with desired properties for accelerometers. Specifically, crystal cuts for large
d312 (=d36) and zero d311 (=d31) or equivalently large d36 and zero d32 can be useful for a highly
sensitive shear mode accelerometer design. Based on the theoretical analysis, specimens were cut in
the orientation that gives a large d36 and zero d32. The measured strains induced by applying electric
field were used to calculate piezoelectric constants, and then compared with theoretical values. As a
result, it was demonstrated that PIN-PMN-PT single crystals have the optimal crystal cut (52° rotated)
for minimum mode coupling. Thus, this idea can be utilized for the high signal-to-noise ratio of shear
mode accelerometers by minimizing noises induced by other vibration modes.
2.4. Summary
Table 2 summarizes the specifications of published relaxor-PT accelerometers and conventional
PZT accelerometers for comparison. In summary, relaxor-PT crystal accelerometers feature high
sensitivity due to their high piezoelectric properties. In particular, the commercialized PZN-PT single
crystal accelerometer shows an outstanding sensitivity compared to accelerometers made by PZT. In
addition, the optimal crystal cut may lead to novel shear mode relaxor-PT crystal accelerometers.
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Table 2. Comparison between published relaxor-PT accelerometers and PZT accelerometers [64–66,73].
Material
PZN-PT
PZN-PT
PZT
PZT thick film

Mode
31 mode
(flexural unimorph)
–
31 mode
(flexural unimorph)
31 mode

Dimension
(mm3)

Sensitivity
(pC/g)

Frequency
range (Hz)

Reference

~(6)2π × 2

75

110 *

[65]

~(18)2π × 29

25,000

0.1–200

[66]

~(6)2π × 2

26

110 *

[65]

6 × 6 × 0.01

7.6

44–3,700

[73]

* The sensitivity was measured at this frequency which is much lower than the resonant frequency (19.4 kHz) [65],
but the operation frequency range was not mentioned in this paper.

3. Relaxor-PT Hydrophones
3.1. Hydrophone Materials
Hydrophones are usually used to detect the pressure variations in water. For underwater detection,
the towed array sonar system (TASS) composed of small piezoelectric hydrophones in linear
arrangement have become popular [74]. Although the development of fast and versatile signal
processing algorithms is important to improve the performance of hydrophone systems, stable pressure
sensing with high sensitivity by hydrophone elements is the most important factor for underwater
applications [75]. Thus, hydrophones are required to have high, stable, and flat sensitivity over a wide
band below the resonance. Another important point of the hydrophone is a sea noise level because the
limit of detection (LOD) depends on this noise level if the internal hydrophone noise plus the
preamplifier input noise is lower than the sea noise [52].
For these concerns of hydrophones, a couple of required properties of the piezoelectric materials
can be summarized. First, it is obvious that high piezoelectric constants are required for the high
sensitivity. Second, high dielectric constants enable easier electrical matching with low electrical
impedance. Third, low dielectric loss is necessary for the low noise generation [52]. Fourth, excellent
piezoelectricity at hydrostatic condition should be considered for the underwater applications. The
receiving sensitivity of a piezoceramic plate or disk is proportional to its hydrostatic charge coefficient
dh, which is equal to the response from the thickness mode, d33, plus its response from the planar or
lateral mode, d31 + d32 = 2d31, described as dh = 2d31 + d33 [76,77]. Lastly, less temperature dependence
of piezoelectric and dielectric properties is required for the stable performance of hydrophones.
PZT-5A has been widely used as a sensing material for hydrophones. In addition, piezoelectric
polymers such as polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene copolymer
[P(VDF-TrFE)] have been used as an active element in hydrophones due to their high piezoelectric
voltage constant g [78–80]. However, their actual sensitivities were not high enough, and the low
dielectric constants of piezoelectric polymer hydrophones were not desirable since the output signals
of the sensing elements greatly diminish due to the capacitance of the coaxial cables [81].
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3.2. Needle Hydrophone
Lau et al. [81,82] used PMN-PT single crystals as the sensing elements to fabricate needle-type
hydrophones operating in the megahertz frequency range. In this work, PMN-PT single crystal with
65 mol% of PMN grown by a modified Bridgman method was used [83]. The fabricated hydrophone
exhibited resonant frequency of 4 MHz. In contrast to the conventional hydrophones that operate at the
frequency range much lower than the fundamental resonance, this relaxor-PT hydrophone showed
promising sensitivity at a wide frequency range from below the fundamental resonance to the next
harmonic resonance. It was suggested that high piezoelectric constants and high permittivities are
critical factors alleviating the cable shunting problem. The sensitivity of the needle hydrophone was
measured and compared to the commercial PVDF hydrophone. With a ~0.22 mm2 sensing area,
PMN-PT needle hydrophone showed the end-of-cable loaded sensitivity of 0.05 μV/Pa at 20 MHz
whereas the PVDF membrane showed that of 0.03 μV/Pa at 20 MHz [81].
3.3. Cymbal Hydrophone
Although PMN-33%PT materials are known with high d31 and d33, the signs of these are opposite.
This counteraction effect actually reduces dh values. Thus, the advantages of relaxor-PT crystals
cannot be sufficiently utilized. Therefore, relaxor-PT single crystal piezoelectric composites may be
considered due to their high hydrostatic characteristics. In general, piezoelectric composites are known
to have low acoustic impedance, high electromechanical coupling factor, and mechanical flexibility,
and hence are attractive to hydrophone applications. In addition to conventional composite structures,
such as 1–3, 2–2, and 0–3 composites with relaxor-PT as an active material [84,85], the special
composite structures including cymbal transducer can also be designed for better usage of high
piezoelectricity of relaxor-PT single crystals. The cymbal transducer was originally developed by
Newnham et al. [86–88] in 1990s. This cymbal structure converts the radial motion of the piezoelectric
ceramic into a flextensional motion in the metal endcaps, resulting in a large displacement at the center
of the endcaps. This mechanism was investigated with a PMN-33%PT plate integrated into a cymbal
hydrophone [89]. Schematic structure of the cymbal transducer is shown in Figure 3a. The receiving
voltage sensitivity (RVS) was calculated by finite element analysis (FEA). The RVS spectrum of
PMN-PT cymbal was compared with that of PZT-5A cymbal with same structural parameters such as
the height of the cavity and the thickness of the brass cap. In addition, the cymbal’s structural
parameters are changed independently to determine the optimal design for high sensitivity. Two
cymbal hydrophones with the PMN-PT crystal and the PZT-5A ceramic were fabricated. The PMN-PT
cymbal hydrophone showed about 4 dB higher sensitivity than PZT-5A hydrophone (Figure 3b) [89].
The second generation relaxor-PT crystal hydrophones were reported by Gao et al. [90]. The hydrostatic
pressure-dependent properties of PMN-32%PT and PIN-PMN-PT single crystals were investigated in
this work. As a result, the remnant polarization of PZT-5 ceramics could not fully recover after the
applied pressure was removed, while there was no pressure-induced depolarization for the second
generation relaxor-PT crystals in the pressure range of 0~530 MPa. Moreover, the hydrostatic
piezoelectric coefficient dh for these relaxor-PT single crystals was nearly independent of loaded
pressure. This study revealed that the second generation relaxor-PT single crystals have more suitable
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material properties for the design of underwater hydrophone compared with counterpart ceramics and
the first generation crystals [91].
Figure 3. (a) The structure of a cymbal transducer; (b) Measurement voltage sensitivity of PZT
and PMN-PT hydrophones. Reprinted with permission from [89]. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.

3.4. Cylinder Hydrophone
Recently, Brown et al. [74] developed a cylinder-shaped composite hydrophone that operates in
radial vibration mode. Instead of a conventional single ring structure, multiple long strip crystal
elements were configured to encircle a cylinder (Figure 4b). With this design, each element maintains
the optimal crystal axis for 31 mode around the hydrophone circumference. This 31 mode piezoelectric
cylinder hydrophone was designed with <110> cut PMN-PT single crystals (TRS Technologies, State
College, PA, USA) due to its high piezoelectric voltage constants g31 and g32. The schematic
illustration of fabrication process is shown in Figure 4a.
Figure 4. (a) Diagram of composite piezoelectric cylinder fabrication process; (b) Photograph
of the PMN-PT composite hydrophone (left) and PZT-5A solid hydrophone (right).
Reprinted with permission from [74]. copyright 2013 Acoustical Society of America.

(a)

(b)
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The fabricated hydrophone was characterized and compared with the prototype composed of
PZT-5A. The relative improvement in charge sensitivity, voltage sensitivity, and figure of merit (FOM)
of the PMN-PT based hydrophone was ~9.1 dB, ~3.5 dB, and 6.3 dB higher than those of the PZT-5A
hydrophone, respectively. The size of the PMN-PT hydrophone can be reduced by half of the PZT-5A
hydrophone due to its high sensitivity [74]. This result showed a promising point that a certain
combination between various crystal cut orientation and suitable design for the sensing mode can
improve the performance or reduce the size of hydrophones.
3.5. Vector Hydrophone
By using relaxor-PT single crystals, the size of vector hydrophones could be reduced. The vector
hydrophone is an acoustic sensor which is sensitive to both magnitude and the direction of the pressure
wave. This is also called a vector sensor, differentiating it from typical scalar sensors. The main
advantage is the ability to yield directional information from simple single or dual element hydrophone
designs [52]. The basic structure of the vector sensor is comprised of tri-axial accelerometers
(Figure 5) [92]. As aforementioned in this chapter, TASS have been of great concern, so the vector
hydrophones were intended to be used in this towed array application. However, in the past, vector
hydrophone using conventional PZT ceramics for TASS could not meet the Navy’s requirements due
to limitations in the sensor’s signal-to-noise ratio, large size, and associated issues with neutral
buoyancy [93]. Thus, Clay et al. [93,94] studied the PMN-PT crystal vector hydrophones and realized
the miniaturized vector hydrophones satisfied Navy requirements, such as the frequency range of 3 Hz to
7 kHz, the sensitivity of −174 dB re V/μPa, and operating temperature range of −40 to 60 °C within
the dimension of 71.3 mm in length and 40.7 mm in diameter. In their design, the PZT ring
hydrophone for omnidirectional sensing was combined with three PMN-PT accelerometers along x, y,
and z directions for pressure sensing. Due to the high piezoelectricity of the PMN-PT crystals in
accelerometers, the dipole and cardioid directivity patterns exhibit 4.8 dB improvement in the
signal-to-noise ratio over the omnidirectional hydrophone.
Figure 5. Conventional design of the vector hydrophone.
Sensor Housing

Shear Mode Piezo-plate

x
y

z

Proof Mass

Base

The shear mode accelerometers were also investigated as tri-axial accelerometers [95] in a vector
hydrophone design. [111] poled PMN-PT crystals were used in accelerometers due to their large
sensitivity difference between the sensing direction and other directions. The d31 and d33 is −900 pC/N
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and 2000 pC/N, respectively, whereas the d15 is about 4600 pC/N [25]. Thus, these accelerometers have
affordable sensitivity along the sensing direction with the minimum spurious sensitivity to other directions.
3.6. Summary
The specifications of published relaxor-PT hydrophones compared to conventional PZT hydrophones
are summarized in Table 3. In summary, the sensitivity of relaxor-PT crystal hydrophones exhibit
approximately 4 dB increased sensitivity than conventional hydrophones in the similar sizes. Hydrophone
sizes can be reduced if relaxor-PT crystals are adopted.
Table 3. Key features of published relaxor-PT hydrophones compared to PZT hydrophone [74,81,89].
Piezoelectric
Material
PMN-PT
PMN-PT
PMN-PT
PVDF
PZT-5A
PZT-5A

Mode
33 mode
(harmonic)
31 mode
31 mode
–
31 mode
31 mode

Dimension

Sensitivity
(dB re 1V/μPa)

Frequency
Range (kHz)

Reference

0.23 (mm2) × 0.25 (mm)

−266.2 *

17,000–24,000

[81]

102π (mm2) × ~3 (mm)
(5.65)2π (mm2)
0.23 (mm2) × 0.025 (mm)
102π (mm2) × ~3 (mm)
(5.65)2π (mm2)

≥190 #
−197
−270.2 *
≤194 #
−201

<8
1–8
17,000–24,000
<8
1–8

[89]
[74]
[81]
[89]
[74]

* The actual sensitivity values of PMN-PT needle and PVDF membrane hydrophones in the reference [81]
are 0.049 μV/Pa and 0.031 μV/Pa, respectively; # The represented values are based on the measured voltage
sensitivity spectrum in reference [89].

4. Relaxor-PT Surface Load Sensors
Surface load sensors, or tactile sensors, are usually used to sense the surface touch. Conventional
piezoelectric tactile sensors are based on the direct piezoelectric effect or measuring variations of the
resonant frequency caused by interaction between piezoelectric resonators and target materials [4,96].
In the medical field, piezoelectric tactile sensors made by conventional PZT ceramics and commercial
piezoelectric sensors have been developed for measuring the elastic stiffness of tissues [97–99].
Another piezoelectric tactile sensing technique utilizes the relationship between the electrical
impedance of the piezoelectric resonators and the front acoustic load, which has been demonstrated for
fingerprinting applications [100,101]. The mapping of the acoustic load distribution can then be
obtained by measuring the electrical impedance of each element of an array [4]. For this sensing
technique, the higher acoustic load sensitivity of piezoelectric elements is required to obtain sensing
with the high signal-to-noise ratio.
4.1. Face Shear Mode Sensor
Kim et al. [102] suggested a new type of surface load sensor using PMN-PT and PIN-PMN-PT
single crystals. The most significant feature of this work is that the face-shear mode resonator was used
for measurements of surface load-induced electrical impedance magnitude change of the resonator.
The face-shear mode was considered a promising vibration mode for this type of sensor since relaxor-PT
crystals have a high piezoelectric coefficient, d36, in the range of 1600–2800 pC/N; ultrahigh elastic
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compliances accompanying ultralow frequency constant, N36, in the range of 490–640 Hz·m; and
significantly higher mechanical quality factor QM (150 to 180) than that of thickness-shear crystals
(20 to 30). The merit of the low frequency constant is that the sensor can be easily miniaturized for
ultra-low-frequency applications such as sonar transducers. In addition, unlike the thickness-shear-mode
crystals, the use of the same electrode for both poling and sensing is one advantage of the face-shear-mode
crystals because crystals can be easily repolarized [103,104].
In Kim’s work, electrical impedance changes at the resonant and anti-resonant frequencies in
relation to different surface loads were estimated using a KLM model. Three different modes were
considered in modeling and experiment process: thickness mode (or d33 mode) of PMN-PT,
thickness-shear mode (or d15 mode) of PMN-PT and face-shear mode (or d36 mode) of
PIN-PMN-PT [4,102]. The KLM modeling results for sensitivity of each resonator under different
surface loadings were compared. The face-shear-mode sensor showed the highest sensitivity of 63 Ω/Mrayl
at the resonant frequency, which was 55 times higher than other modes. This is attributed to the fact
that the face-shear-mode has higher mechanical quality factor than other modes, which determines the
quality of resonance and the sensitivity to the load [4]. In the experiment, the liquid silicone rubber
(about 2 mm thick) with and without Al2O3 powders (10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% of the silicone rubber
by weight) was applied to one large surface of the crystal resonators. The acoustic impedance and
velocity of the sensing layer increased with the composition ratio of aluminum oxide powders. The
electrical impedance spectrum of each resonator was measured using an Agilent 4294A precision
impedance analyzer (Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). The experiment result
showed that the electrical impedance of the face-shear mode resonator at the resonant frequency and
anti-resonant frequency increase and decrease rapidly with the increasing acoustic impedances of
surface loads, as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Comparison of measured electrical impedance and sensitivity (Sz) under
different surface loads for face-shear mode (FS), thickness-shear mode (TS), and thickness
mode (T) resonators. (a) Measured electrical impedance at the resonant frequency;
(b) Measured electrical impedance at the anti-resonant frequency. Reprinted with
permission [102]. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.
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The measured sensitivities were slightly lower than the calculated values, which was attributed to
the additional resistance in wire and silver-epoxy at the measurement. Therefore, the feasibility of the
relaxor-PT acoustic load sensor was confirmed by this work revealing that more energy dissipation
occurs in face shear resonators under surface loads [102], which is promising for tactile sensing
applications.
4.2. Tactile Sensor Array
A face-shear-mode tactile sensor array was next developed upon the demonstration of the
face-shear-mode acoustic load sensor [105]. The tactile sensor array is composed of 64 (8 × 8) sensing
elements. Each sensing element is the face-shear-mode acoustic load sensor which consists of PMN-PT
single crystal and the polymer layer. In this work, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was used as the
sensing layer since it is transparent, flexible and has low acoustic impedance. The dimension of each
sensing element is 820 μm × 820 μm × 300 μm, and the spatial resolution of the array is approximately
1.1 mm. The fabricated sensor array was characterized and tested. Water and isopropylalcohol (IPA)
drop was applied to the top surface of the array for the acoustic load test and the object imaging test
(Figure 7a). The electric impedance shift of 64 elements at resonant and anti-resonant frequency results
from applied liquid drop was measured. The mapped image of water droplet shape is shown in
Figure 7b. The dark elements in the mapped image show lager electric impedance shift whereas the bright
area indicated small impedance shift at the resonant frequency. The surface force distribution on the
sensing array and the droplet thickness change affected the variation of electrical impedance shift [105].
Figure 7. (a) Sensor array with an applied water drop; (b) Mapped image for water drop.
Reprinted with permission from [105]. Copyright 2013 IEEE.

(a)

(b)

5. Relaxor-PT Bio-Chemical Sensors
5.1. Conventional Sensors
Highly sensitive and miniaturized bio-chemical sensors have been in great demand for detection of
chemical agents, biomarkers, and biological pathogens [106,107]. Many sensors can be used to detect
surface mass changes resulted from the incorporation of biological and chemical molecules on a
sensitive surface area. Although the optical systems have been presented as the most advanced sensor
system, piezoelectric devices represent a similar but significantly less expensive alternative [108–110].
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In general, piezoelectric resonant sensors, or acoustic wave sensors, are sensitive to changes in mass
induced by the bio-recognition reaction. According to the Sauerbrey equation, piezoelectric sensors
with high resonant frequency can usually exhibit high sensitivity [111]. In addition, piezoelectric
materials with high mechanical quality factor are usually used for acoustic bio-sensors. For example,
the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) has been used to measure very small mass changes in the order
of pictograms (Figure 8) [5,112]. To detect the presence of pathogens in aqueous samples, QCM with
immobilized antibody to pathogens have been successfully utilized [113]. Recently, the T-shaped
piezoelectric zinc oxide (ZnO) microcantilever was developed for bio-chemical sensing [114].
The T-shaped design showed much higher sensitivity at the resonant frequency than the normal
rectangular design.
Figure 8. The conventional quartz crystal micro balance design. Reprinted with permission
from [112]. Copyright 2011 Elsevier.

5.2. Relaxor Single Crystal Micro-Balance
If the quality factor is the only influential parameter for the high sensitivity of the resonant type
sensor, the relaxor ferroelectrics (~100) cannot be compared to the quartz (~27,000) as a sensing
material [6]. However, the ultrahigh electromechanical coupling of relaxor crystals has a great
potential to increase the sensitivity of resonant type mass detection sensors [115]. The frequency shift
(Δf) of the relaxor crystals is caused by the thickness change (Δt). The strain (Δt)/t resulting from the
applied mass can induce the frequency shift by the formula of (Δf)/fr = (Δt)/t, where fr and t are the
resonant frequency and the initial thickness, respectively. The large strain accordingly induces large
frequency shift of thickness-extensional or thickness-shear mode sensors [116]. Thus, an initial test
using relaxor-PT single crystals as sensing materials was conducted by Hong et al. [117] and the
performance was compared with the commercial QCM. Sensing mechanism was similar to the QCM,
but the large strain level (1.2%) of PMN-PT and PZN-PT single crystals was utilized. Those crystals
were used to fabricate various bio-sensors with different sizes and frequencies. One noticeable point in
this work is that ultrathin single crystal films (7 μm) were fabricated using the crystal ion slicing (CIS)
technique. The sensitivity test results showed that the percent change of resonant frequency of the
PMN-PT small sensor is 0.6%. This indicates 1000 times more frequency drop for the same
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environmental conditions of water condensation as the quartz. In addition, the PZN-PT film bio-sensor
showed the smooth transient response with the percent change of 1.4%. Therefore, this work
confirmed that proposed bio-chemical sensors composed of relaxor-PT single crystals have the
superior sensitivity over conventional QCM due to the high piezoelectricity of single crystals [117].
5.3. SAW Sensor
Moon et al. [118] demonstrated relaxor-PT surface acoustic wave (SAW) bio-chemical sensors. The
inter-digital electrode configuration with the periodic 100 μm spacing was applied on a 10 mm long
PMN-PT cantilever with the resonant frequency of 7.5 MHz. The chemical vapor load sensitivity of a
prototype sensor was tested in a chamber filled with the methanol vapor, where the sensor was
connected to an oscillator and a frequency counter. As a result, the PMN-PT SAW resonator sensor
showed a frequency shift of ~40 kHz, which is about 300 times higher than QCM (~120 Hz). One
important point in this work is that high temperature sensitivity of the first generation relaxor-PT
single crystals was considered as a challenge for a bio-chemical sensor application. It was observed
that the relaxor-PT sensor exhibited much bigger resonance frequency change only with temperature
variation in the absence of the vapor loading than QCM. This is due to the temperature dependence of
piezoelectric and dielectric constants of PMN-PT single crystals. For example, [001] poled PMN-PT
crystal shows about 100 percent increased d33 at 70 °C in comparison with the value at room
temperature (25 °C) [25].
5.4. PMN-PT Micro-Cantilever Sensor
McGovern et al. [119] initially reported in situ detection of Bacullus anthracis (BA) spores using
the PMN-PT crystal as a sensing material. They developed PMN-PT/Sn piezoelectric micro-cantilever
sensors (PEMS) which were electrically insulated with methyl-trimethoxysilane (MTMS) coatings on
the tin surface. Although the direct comparison between conventional PZT ceramic cantilever sensors
and relaxor-PT PEMS was not mentioned in this paper, the advantages of their design using PMN-PT
crystals were presented. This finding indicated that PMN-PT PEMS can withstand liquid damping
better and exhibit a much larger Q factor in liquid, despite of their low Q factor in air (~75). As a result,
the PEMS (500 × 800 × 42 μm3) exhibited the resonant frequency shift of 2100 ± 200 Hz at
concentration of 20,000 spores/mL [119].
5.5. PMMA-PMN-PT Sensor
Recently, Frank et al. [120] reported more increased sensitivity of PMN-PT bio-chemical sensors
using a polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) film. They demonstrated that PMMA coating on a PMN-PT
single crystal resonator is useful for detecting chemical agents such as acetone, methanol, and
isopropyl alcohol (IPA) vapors. PMMA was used as a chemical adsorption layer. When the chemical
vapors are adsorbed to this layer, the PMN-PT thickness shear mode (TSM) crystal can sense larger
mass and strain change. The fabricated sensor prototypes were tested with different chemical agents,
and the frequency shift was compared with the conventional QCM sensor combined with PMMA
sensing layer. The experiment results showed that PMMA coated PMN-PT exhibited sensitivity more
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than 6800 times higher to IPA, acetone, and methanol vapors than that of the PMMA coated
QCM [120]. However, the high temperature sensitivity and poor stability of the PMN-PT sensors
compared to the QCM sensors were mentioned as problems to solve.
6. Summary and Future Perspectives
6.1. Summary
Since the 1990s, relaxor-PT single crystals have been utilized for piezoelectric accelerometers,
hydrophones, acoustic load sensors and bio-chemical sensors. The number of published journal papers
and patents about relaxor-PT crystals for sensor applications are not as many as for actuators or
transducers. However, the prominence of the high piezoelectricity of relaxor-PT crystals was
sufficiently highlighted in the published results. In summary, relaxor-PT single crystal piezoelectric
sensors have been demonstrated to feature the following promising observations:
(a) High sensitivity can be achieved due to their incomparably high piezoelectric constants;
(b) Due to their high dielectric constants, electrical matching with associated electrical systems and
a quasi-static measurement by direct piezoelectric effect becomes more practical;
(c) Sensors operating as a non-resonant type can exhibit low noise level at low frequency range
due to their low loss tangent;
(d) The optimal piezoelectric property for the designated sensing mode (thickness mode, lateral
extension mode, thickness shear mode, and face shear mode) can be achieved by engineering
the crystal cut and poling directions;
(e) As a fabrication or a maintenance procedure of thickness mode, lateral mode, and face shear
mode sensors, the poling process is much easier than PZT ceramics and PVDF films, due to
their low coercive field.
One interesting point is that the low mechanical quality factor of PMN-PT and PZN-PT crystals is
not favorable for the sensor application, whereas their wide frequency band characteristic enabled by
the low QM has been greatly spotlighted for the actuator and transducer applications. This is because
that generally wideband sensors usually operate at a frequency range far below their fundamental
resonant frequency. Thus, the resonance properties are less relative to the direct piezoelectric sensors.
Including this point, a couple of limitations of relaxor-PT single crystal piezoelectric sensors are
summarized as follows:
(a) Although the growth method for large crystals have been demonstrated [25], relaxor-PT single
crystals still cost more than the lead-based piezo-ceramics;
(b) Relaxor-PT crystals are vulnerable to chipping and cracking during the shaping process of the
sensor fabrication due to their low fracture toughness and possibly high internal stresses [121,122];
(c) Low Curie temperature, phase transition temperature, and coercive field of the first generation
relaxor single crystals are not favorable for piezoelectric sensors;
(d) High thermal sensitivity of the relaxor crystals requires a proper compensation for the accurate
sensing of purposed mechanical stimulus.
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Some of these drawbacks have been partly relieved. First, the problem of the low fracture toughness
has been handled by using optimized fabrication processes. Current fabrication of relaxor-PT crystal
sensors usually involves the optimal dicing speed, dicing depth, blade type, and lapping speed for the
precise sensor shaping without cracks and chips [121,122]. Second, the low temperature limit and the
low coercive field of the first generation relaxor crystals have been improved. The second generation
crystals, PIN-PMN-PT and PMN-PZT shows increased Curie temperature and phase transition
temperature. Compared to PZT-5H ceramics, the thermal operation limit of the second generation
crystals is slightly lower but their piezoelectric and dielectric constants are 5 times higher. Third, the
second and the third generation crystals exhibit increased coercive field of 5 kV/cm and about 6 kV/cm,
respectively. These values are comparable to PZT-5H (7 kV/cm) [61]. Lastly, the weak thermal
stability can be solved with suitable poling direction and crystal phase. [111] poled orthorhombic
crystals have the almost temperature-independent piezoelectric constant d33 (850 pC/N) in the range of
20 to 100 °C. Although this is much lower than d33 of the conventional [001] poled relaxor crystals but
higher than that of PZT ceramics [25,61].
6.2. Future Perspectives
To date, the first generation relaxor-PT crystals have been studied for piezoelectric sensor
applications due to their ultrahigh piezoelectricity. Compared to other applications such as actuators
and transducers, high thermal and field stabilities are considered as more important factors in sensor
applications. Thus, the second and the third generation relaxor crystals which have not been actively
utilized in the piezoelectric sensors can be promising candidates of the sensing materials of the future
sensors in various fields.
6.2.1. The Second Generation Crystals
Accelerometers and hydrophones can be made of PIN-PMN-PT and PMN-PZT crystals for the
wider operation range of ambient temperature and pressure. Thermal, electrical, and mechanical
operation limits can be increased due to their higher transition temperature (~120 °C) and coercive
field (5 kV/cm). Although the piezoelectric and electromechanical coupling constants are about 10%
lower than PMN-PT or PZN-PT, high tunable properties of the second generation crystals can realize
the high sensitivity also. For instance, [011] poled 27%PIN-40%PMN-33%PT single crystals have d15
of ~4500 pC/N, which is much higher than d33 of PMN-33%PT single crystals (2820 pC/N) [123].
Therefore, this crystal can be used for the thickness-shear-mode accelerometers, normal hydrophones,
and vector hydrophones.
6.2.2. The Third Generation Crystals
The high mechanical quality factor, together with high piezoelectric coefficients and electromechanical
coupling coefficients, indicates that Mn-doped relaxor crystals are promising sensing materials for
acoustic load sensors and bio-chemical sensors. The newly designed acoustic load sensors take
advantage of the high mechanical quality factor of the face shear mode resonators in comparison with
the thickness shear mode relaxor-PT crystal resonators. The fact is that the face shear mode crystal has
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higher figure-of-merit (FOM: d QM) than that of thickness shear mode resonators for the acoustic load
sensor application [25]. This FOM is also crucial to the bio-sensor performance, and Mn-doped relaxor
crystals have higher FOM than conventional quartz crystals. For example, Mn:PIN-PMN-PT crystals
show d QM of 910 nm/V [25], whereas quartz crystal show about 60 nm/V. Thus, the third generation
relaxor-PT crystals with increased QM, together with high piezoelectricity, can be promising for tactile
and bio-chemical sensors.
6.2.3. Cryogenic Sensors
Moreover, many papers regarding cryogenic characteristics and actuator application have been
published [124–127]. Based on these results, cryogenic properties of the relaxor-PT single crystals are
superior to conventional polycrystalline ceramics [25]. For example, conventional PZT ceramic
actuators lost 75% strain at temperature of 40 K comparing with room temperature strain. However,
relaxor-PT single crystals exhibit significantly higher piezoelectric performance at cryogenic
temperatures; d33 of the first generation single crystals at 30 K is about equal to the d33 of PZT-5A at
room temperature. In addition, the second generation crystals also showed outstanding cryogenic
properties [127]. The [001] poled rhombohedral PIN-PMN-PT showed d33 of ~1000 pC/N at 20 °C and
~800 pC/N at −150 °C, whereas polycrystalline soft ceramic showed severe reduction from ~700 to
~200 pC/N [128]. Therefore, these outstanding cryogenic performances of relaxor-PT crystals suggest
that relaxor-PT crystals can be promising for cryogenic sensing applications.
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